
CAPSULE STANDARD 
PRODUCT CATALOG



Guojue Intelligent Technology Co., Ltd. is 
committed to scientific and technological 
innovation. There are top design teams and 
manufacturing plants. The comfortable travel 
and accommodation products bring more 
possibility of travel and lifestyle.

Do not play the foundation, apply all the terrain, do not 
destroy the ecological environment, no construction waste, 
ecological and environmental protection. 40 days in the 
factory, installation and disassembly, integrated transportation, 
2 hours on -site installation, no secondary renovation, shortening 
the construction cycle, equipped with a full smart home appliance 
control system, panoramic view, and self -traffic.control system, panoramic view, and self -traffic.

The main structure of the product is a special steel structure with 
strong structure design, which strengthens windproof and shock 
resistance. The main material uses high -intensity composite 
materials and external decorative galvanized plates, with high 
safety and strong protection. Professional softflight designers 
create space design plans for customers. The professional 
planning team conducts planning and design according to the planning team conducts planning and design according to the 
actual situation of the project and customer requirements, 
including consulting, overall planning, space design, and 
supporting facilities. Construction diagram, etc.









The main structure of the product is a special steel structure with strong structure 
design, which strengthens windproof and shock resistance. The main material uses 
high -strength composite materials and aluminum alloy shells, with high safety and 
strong protection. Typhoon above level 12, anti -corrosion prevention and moisture. 
Special thermal insulation and cold design, without fear of environmental conditions, 
can be minimum to minus 30 degrees.

Prefabricated hostels, moving at any time, convenient and fast, personalized design 
in line with young people's curiosity about novelty, bringing a unique living 
experience. Through the regional culture of attractions, the national color integrated 
cabin uses healthy and high -quality environmental protection materials to build a 
convenient and fast green ecological house that can breathe, which is a building that 
makes people happy and enhances happiness, and meets people's demands in the 
landscape.landscape.

The intelligent integrated cabin is realized in the factory for 40 days of production, 
installation and disassembly, integrated transportation, 2 hours on -site installation, 
no secondary decoration, shortening the construction period, equipped with a full 
smart home appliance control system, a panoramic view, and its own traffic.

The all -in -one cabin does not play the foundation. It is suitable for all terrain, 
applicable mountains, seaside, and even sea. It does not destroy the ecological 
environment, no building waste, and ecological environmental protection. Further 
saving the foundation costs and reducing the requirements for geological conditions.

HOUSING SYSTEM FLOOR SYSTEM WALL SYSTEM





MODEL GS-A01  （8.5M PARENT -CHILD MODEL）

L8500mm、W3200mm、H3300mm

 27.2㎡

DIMENSIONS

LAND

MAXIMUM NUMBER 4-6 PEOPLE

12KWMAXIMUM ELECTRICITY

500KG/㎡INDOOR GROUND LOAD







The cabin adopts an open design, and the decoraon style and paern can be 
customized according to customer requirements.





GS-A01 SMART MODEL (1 BEDROOM AND 1 HALL)    

L8500mm、W3000mm、H3300mm

27.2㎡

MODEL

DIMENSIONS

LAND

MAXIMUM NUMBER 4-6 PEOPLE

12KWMAXIMUM ELECTRICITY

500KG/㎡INDOOR GROUND LOAD





Configure the all -smart home appliance control system, design a panoramic 
view of the design, bring your own traffic





GS-A02 (8.5 METERS WITH BALCONY)   

L8500mm、W3000mm、H3300mm

27.2㎡

MAXIMUM NUMBER 4-6 PEOPLE

12KWMAXIMUM ELECTRICITY

500KG/㎡INDOOR GROUND LOAD

MODEL

DIMENSIONS

LAND







Use healthy and high -quality environmentally friendly materials to build a 
convenient and fast, breathing green ecological house



GS-A04 （11.5 METERS WITH BALCONY）

L11500mm、W3080mm、H3300mm

35.5㎡

MODEL

DIMENSIONS

LAND

MAXIMUM NUMBER 4-6 PEOPLE

12KWMAXIMUM ELECTRICITY

500KG/㎡INDOOR GROUND LOAD
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The cabin body adopts open design, decoraon style and paern can be 
customized according to customer requirements.



The cabin body adopts open design, decoraon style and paern can be 
customized according to customer requirements.











The space capsule and professional design team will design 
and plan the project site, and make adjustments to local 
conditions and precise positioning according to users' needs 
and budgets.

According to customer requirements, arrange the 
production line of the factory for production, at the same 
time, inspect the project site, communicate and coordinate 
with customers, and carry out foundation construction.

After the project foundation construction is completed and 
the customer pays the balance, the product will be shipped 
from the factory to the project site.



Aer the product external packaging, the 
use of large flatbed transport truck. 
Products from the factory to the site of 
the camp journey, will adopt strict safety 
protecon measures to ensure safety and 
stability in transport.

Aer the transportaon vehicle reaches 
the local area, large cranes need to be 
used for hanging ground. Aer the product 
reaches the project area, it is necessary to 
combine the actual situaon of the on -site, 
use the appropriate hanging equipment, the 
product design hanging point and provide product design hanging point and provide 
tonnage data.

The hardening can be installed directly, 
and other geological environment will 
cooperate with the project construcon 
party for infrastructure. The installaon 
of the product base must formulate the 
foundaon excavaon construcon plan 
according to soil quality condions to according to soil quality condions to 
ensure the safety and stability of the 
product landing.
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